The Thewls land on Yuritahd, a new planet ripe for colonization. While exploring, an infernal ringing assaults the alien crew, and during their survey missions, they come across deadly alien insects, the Lokians. Following a slaughter, the Thewlian strike force, led by Korit, is called in to lend support. Read More. The Planet Machine: A Lokians short story by Aaron Dennis. New edition released February 2016. This book is a work of fiction. Characters, names, places and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to any actual persons, living or dead, events, or locales is entirely coincidental.

Hundreds of years ago, the Lokians, an insect-like race of aliens from worlds unknown, attacked the Thewls on their home world of Benut-III. The Planet Hunting Machine. Caltech professor Gregg Hallinan and his team are scanning the universe for possible Earths with cheap antennae built from parts found online, cake pans, and, yes, chicken wire. They're taking the lonely search for habitable planets and automating it. By Po Bronson. Oct 14, 2019. There's a machine shop on the property stuffed with metal lathes, welders, and drill cutters. A legend of radio astronomy instrumentation design, Sandy Weinreb, cut roughly $3,500 off of Hallinan’s cost per antenna by custom-fabricating key parts and buying others online at a discount. Alta Journal does not receive any commissions on books purchased from our site. All commissions are distributed to our bookstore partners. ©2020 san simeon films.